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finish strong process

Introduction

POVERTY

In today’s society over 3 billion people live on less
than $2.50 per day.

TOPIC EXPLORATION
The topic exploration began by writing lists of ten things I liked and ten things I
didn’t like, ten problems in the world that could be solved, ten problems in the world
that will never be solved, and ten problems that could be better understood if there
was a good source of about them. The exploration helped me to develop five robust
topics to investigate.

Five Topics
Why Poverty
Did you know 52% of Americans are living under the poverty line as of 2013.
That is 46 million Americans. I chose poverty for my final topic because I saw an
opportunity to create a better awareness, and I wanted to show how it is linked
to education, healthcare access, obesity, pollution, over-population, malnutrition,
and disease.

DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

Education is considered power, and it allows for individuals
to learn about their rights, making decisions, and protection.

BULLYING

Violence around the globe from terrorism, to within your
own home, and in schools can be linked back to bullying.

GOVERNMENT

Rising lack of knowledge and support from youth today about
the government and freedom.

MENTAL HEALTH
People are focused on physical health, and they continue
to show less concern about mental health.
2
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CONCEPT EXPLORATION
After picking a robust topic it was time to explore for a concept. I began by creating
a brainstorm wall with a lot of post it notes. When creating a brainstorm wall it allows
you to dig deeper into the underlining of your topic by using opposing words. Mine
for poverty were rich/poor, and choice/no choice. After completing two rounds and
sifting through the many thoughts that came to mind when exploring these words,
I was able to come up with three well-rounded concepts.

The Three Big Ideas
01 Create a poverty positive awareness sub hub which would create a centralized
location where one would have the ability to find out more about poverty and how
to become involved.
02 Educate the population through a week long community drive. It would help
people to understand poverty, how they can help, and a chance to create a location
where people can brand out and learn how to help the cause beyond the event.

brainstorming wall

03 Breaking the cycle of poverty by creating a program to educate today’s youth
and helping to instill a sense of moral compassion.

Final Concept
The strongest idea on the table was to create a centralized sub hub. To make
the idea more complete instead of just focusing on those who wanted to help out,
I could also focus on those living in poverty everyday.

detail shot

4

concept sketch
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Brand Development

PERSONAS
So who was going to take an interest in my brand? Who would be most supportive,
and who would be on the fences?

The Corporate Leader
The group that might be the hardest to reach and would show the most negative
concern for Finish Strong, but can potentially be the strongest when helping out.
They could have the means to donate more money, have access to resources
within their companies, and have lots of connections in the business community.

The Social Activist
The group that will give Finish Strong the most support. They are individuals who
believe in equality and in helping out by any means possible, volunteering their time,
rallying, and donating. They are the individuals that will show the most positive
concern about Finish Strong.

traits of a

CORPORATE LEADER
• Participates in the charity golf event yearly at his
country club to brag that he is giving back.
• Donates pocket change to the bell ringers during
Christmas to get rid of pocket change.

The College Student
The group that might be the most eager to become involved with Finish Strong,
these individuals want to become positively involved with organizations that have
meaning and worth. Though these individuals are less inclined to donate to the
cause, they may show more willingness to become involved by volunteering their
time and resources. This group would care about Finish Strong because on a
personal level they can relate to those who are living and feeling the limitations
of a fixed income.

• Brings clothing & unwanted items to the Goodwill
as a tax write off.
• Reads the news daily & watches cspan at the office
to stay informed to look good in his clients eyes.
• Meets with stockbroker monthly to reassure himself
about the his net worth.
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College
STUDENT

Corporate

year
age
major
debt
parents income

Senior
22
Social Science
30,000
130,000

Social
ACTIVIST

LEADER

work
vote
age
income
donates

age 33
income 50,000
work Yoga Instructor

CEO
Republican
55
275,000
10%

vote Liberal
donates 15%
volunteer 20 hr/wk

Social
ACTIVIST

age 35
income 50,000
work Truck Driver

Corporate

LEADER

age
income
work
vote
donates
volunteer

55
275,000
CEO
Republican
Nothing
Once

vote Liberal
donates 15%
volunteer 20 hr/wk

College
STUDENT

age 22
income 15,000
work Part time
vote Doesn’t
donates Clothing
volunteer 5 hr/wk

first & second
submission
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traits of a

SOCIAL ACTIVIST
• Believes in giving back to the community because
he want to help people in need.
• Is empathetic towards others so he can feel a sense
of self fulfillment.
• Reads the current news daily because he believes
by being informed one can help to make the world
a better place.
• Donates clothing to the local shelters with hopes
to ease their worry.

10

traits of a

COLLEGE STUDENT
• Gives leftovers to the homeless man outside work
to feel like she has helped out, but worries he won’t
eat it.
• Major is Social Science in hopes of becoming a
social worker because she wants to be able to make
a difference for those in need.
• Helps with the Christmas church play set-up for a
creative release while on break.
• During the summer builds a vegetable garden to help
out her full-time working mom.
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VISUAL AESTHETIC & NAME
I wanted my visual to be powerful and to connect to both those who wanted to
help and those who were in need of help. I started by exploring imagery of those
in poverty and focused on worn and distressed to go for a powerful grunge look.
However, I found that this could create a depressing feeling, so I decided to go the
route of empowerment. Then I started to lose the connection to those who are
living in poverty. The only visible solution was that I needed to create a split mood
board. For poverty I stayed focused on the grunge and worn imagery keeping
them black and white, and for the imagery for empowerment I focused on showing
strength and power.

What’s in a Name?
Creating a name for my brand proved to be a difficult process. I constantly had
to keep in mind who I was talking to so that language became a constant challenge
I needed to be aware of throughout the brand process. Upon the first submission,
I went back and clarified that I wanted my brand to create a sense of empowerment.
I started with names like Lean on, Me. Wage Hope, Phoenix Rising, Straight Arrow,
Crossing Path, and Finish Strong.
I decided on the name Finish Strong.

12
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LOGO DEVELOPMENT

finish

In the beginning stages of logo development, I explored both typographic and
inconographic solutions. For my type solutions, I wanted to intertwine the words
so that they would be seen as a phrase. For the icon solutions, I had ideas of
showing freedom, unity, and lending a helping hand. After changing the name for
the second round, the bird icon did not have the strength or clear interpretation
of what it was representing. It was also decided that the strongest on the table was
the typographic solution with the arrow pointing upwards. I used the arrow to not
only help connect the words but also represent that our company was here to help
lift you up positively or as it was discovered throughout the overall process of the
project, to help lift you through empowerment. The typefaces I used were Sentinel
and Gotham.

final logo
and variations

14
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CREATIVE BRIEF
Concept
The concept for Finish Strong stemmed from the difficulty of finding information
about poverty and resources for those in poverty in light of the fact that there is an
abundance of available sites and information dedicated to both subjects. A desire
to compile this information is what sparked its creation. It is a local service focusing
on both aspects of poverty, those who help and those needing help. The purpose
is creating a centralized location to obtain knowledge and awareness, how one can
help through specific programs, and where one in need can find available help
and benefits.

Tone
Our overall tone and language will be inspiring, empowering, strong, and accessible
to both audiences of those looking to help and those suffering in poverty. The main
message is to raise awareness and offer support, knowledge, and empowerment
to those living in poverty and to those who want to help.

Message
The drivers are people living in poverty needing access to resources. Empowering
people to change their lives not only allows them to feel good but will affect change.
Donating, volunteering, and raising awareness are things that can change the cycle
of poverty.

COMPETITORS AND THE DIFFERENCE
To help low-income people participate in decisions that
affect their lives, their families, and communities , and to
provide education and promote understanding about
poverty and its root causes.

Their mission is to create a voice from their members in the
world by taking action through petitions, making phone calls,
writing letters, and attending rallies. They believe that one
voice may struggle to be heard but voices together are hard
to ignore. They also offer stories from those who help out and
those who are in need of help. Does not take donations, but
would rather take action.

Provides a service to people in need, to advocate for justice in social structures, and to call the church and other
people of good to do the same. Offers a small sample of
resources for those who are in need while also providing
another small sample of resources for those who want
to help. Provides a small section for those wanting more
education about poverty.

Applications
Poster series, a website that will houses the service with a corresponding app, a
informational brochure/assistance kit, and an informative beneficence conference.

18

Will be providing a centralized location that will include
resources on how to take action, and resources on how
to become involved through programs designed to help
those in need. Believes in taking action, educating, and
helps to promote poverty organizations that are in need
of publicity and help through volunteers, and donations.

19
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Applications

13.8% of students won’t finish
high school due to poverty.

POSTERS
By creating a strong poster series, Finish Strong would have the chance to get their
word out to a large range of viewers. The challenge to create these posters was to
consider if I wanted to use persuasive or informative. I chose to go with persuasive
with my overall goal being that I wanted to create an emotion in my audience by
challenging them.

WOW $60,000
in student debt...

At first, I wanted the image to work with the context and provoke the viewer to
want to empower people to achieve the same luxuries they sometimes tend to take
for granted. My first submission, I learned that although I had started out with a
strong concept verbally, the imagery I chose was unclear if it was working with the
worry context, or statistics about poverty. Also, I was attempting to create a worn
out look with the sepia tone, but instead, it was causing a legibility issue. After
reworking the posters, I decided that the best way to challenging my viewers would
be to choose imagery that connected to the worrier in the poster. Also, I created
a better contrast for legibility by using the fake duotone technique. I also reworked
the type so that it would be cohesive throughout the brand.

AT LEAST YOU GOT AN EDUCATION

Empower those to finish strong.

finishstrong.com

So you paid 60%
more for organic...
AT LEAST YOU HAD A CHOICE

600,000 to 1.1 million

people are homeless tonight.

the average american living in poverty
receives $133.85 a month in food stamps
equaling $4.43 a day.

Tired after serving
100 people at the
soup kitchen...
AT LEAST YOU HAVE A HOME

Empower those to finish strong.

Empower those to finish strong.

finishstrong.com

finishstrong.com

first submissions
20
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Miles from home
in rush hour…
AT LEAST YOU HAVE A HOME
600,000 to 1.1 million
people are homeless tonight.

Empower those to finish strong

finishstrong.com

So you paid
60% more
for organic…
AT LEAST YOU HAD A CHOICE
the average american living in poverty
receives $133.85 a month in food stamps
equaling $4.43 a day.

Empower those to finish strong

finishstrong.com
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SUCCEED
SECURE
NOURISH

san francisco department habitat for humanity
of public health
greater san francisco
Tom Waddell Health Center
50 Lech Walesa (Ivy) Street
San Francisco, CA.

645 Harrison Street, Suite 201
San Francisco, CA 94107
www.habitatgsf.org

M-F 8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m

rubicon bakery
community
housing
154 South 23rd Street
partnership
Richmond, CA 94804

raphael
house
Sat. 8:30 a.m.
- 5:00 p.m.

Sundays
& Holidays
1065
Sutter
Street closed
415.355.7400
San
Francisco, CA 94109
www.raphaelhouse.org
san francisco helps!
415.474.3245
www.sanfranciscohelps.com
episcopal
sanctuary
sanfranciscohelps.blogspot.com

EMPOWER

sanSanctuary
francisco
The
bay area
benefits access
food
bank
201
Eighth
Street
collaborative
(baybac)
San
CA 94103
900Francisco,
Pennsylvania
Avenue
995 Market St., # 915
San Francisco,
CA 94107
Next
Door
San Francisco,
CA 94103
415.282.1900
1001
Polk Street
fmcilveen@sf
bar.org
San
Francisco,
CA 94109
415.512.1728
alameda
county

those to succeed

food shelter
bank
mass
american redasian
cross
7900 Edgewater
Drive
women’s
shelter
of the bay
area

Oakland, Street
CA 94621 19
3543-18th
85 Second StreetSuite
8th Floor
510.635.3773
San
San Francisco,
Francisco, CA
CA 94110
94105
877.751.0880
415.427.8000
contra costa & solano

food bank
women
shelter
delancey
streetcommun4010housing
Nelson Avenue
ity
partnership
foundation

835
Ofarrell Street
www.rubiconbakery.com
San
Francisco, CA 94109
510 779-3010
415.749.1695

california budget
compass
project community
services
martin
de porres
house
1107 9th Street,
Suite 310
of hospitality
995
Market Street
5th Floor
Sacramento,
CA 95814
San
Francisco,
CA 94103
225
Potrero
Avenue
www.cbp.org
415.399.9406
San
Francisco, CA 94103
916.444.0500
415.552.0240

shelter
runaway youth
food runners
guerrero
house
project open
hand
2579 Washington St.
899
Guerrero
730
St Street
San Polk
Francisco,
CA 94115
San
Francisco, CA 94110
94109
www.foodrunners.org
415.550.4478
415.447.2300
415.929.1866

la
casa de las madres
glide
glide
1850
Mission
Street suite B
330
St
330 Ellis
Ellis
Street
San
94102
San Francisco,
Francisco, CA
CA 94103
94102
1.877.503.1850
415.674.6000
www.glide.org

JUMP START KIT

Concord,
CAD94520
810
600Avenue
Embarcadero
925. 676.7543 CA 94130
San
San Francisco,
Francisco, CA 94107
415.391.2404
415.512.5104
san
francisco rescue

Finish Strong

mission

Empower those to finish strong

415.674.6000
kimochi

1715 Buchanan Street

San Francisco
San Francisco, CA 94115
415.931.2294

230 Jones St
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.292.1770

finishstrong.com

empowering those

empowering those

empowering those

empowering those

52%
living under
the poverty line

A strong way to get the word out about Finish Strong and to connect to my first and
secondary audience was to create a brochure that houses an assistance kit for those
in need.

TAKE ACTION
get involved
invest
challenge
retraining
donate
volunteer
support
commit

FINISH STRONG
Our mission is to inspire and challenge people to fight back
against poverty by empowering those to finish strong.

FARESTART
offering those
a second chance.
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What We Are

The Challenge

We are a centralized informational
hub that not only educates, but also
raises poverty awareness. We are
here to provide access to information
and resources on how one can lend
a helping hand. We also provide
information and available resources
for those who are in need of a little
empowerment to succeed.

We are here to challenge you to help
end the cycle of poverty by educating
yourself, succeeding, and getting
involved by instilling empowerment
to those to Finish Strong.

Our story starts two years ago in a small office in the heart of San Francisco and
a passion and vision to help others. Barbara Larson inspired the concept for Finish
Strong when she was working on her MFA thesis at the Academy of Arts.
Barbara had a passion to help and inspire others. As a child, she participated in
food and clothing drives to help those less fortunate and was the president of the
booster club in high school, raising money for causes she felt strongly about. In
college and graduate school, she focused this passion on helping those in poverty.
During her research into the topic, she had difficulty researching the information
about poverty and the resources available for those who are need. Though there was
an abundance of available sites and information dedicated to both subjects which
was disjointed and difficult to navigate. Someone who wanted to or needed the help
couldn’t easily get the information they needed. The desire to compile this information is what sparked our creation.

17.2
MILLION
46
MILLION
AMERICANS
13.8%
STUDENTS
are living in poverty.

The Misconceptions of Poverty
Many people believe that poverty simply means that you do not have enough
money which in truth, is only a small percentage of the issue. When living in poverty
one does not have the means for basic every day needs such as clothing, shelter, or
food. When one is in poverty seeing a doctor is often out of reach as is having access
to an education.

CITY ACADEMY
committed to providing quality
education for children in the city.
2

3

We are a one stop hub for all your
needs, and it is time to succeed.
1
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CAUSES
unemployment
illness

households are food insecure.

OUR BEGINNING

Our Difference

8
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uneducated

empowering those

600,000
FAMILIES

I created an assistance kit on the front of the brochure to reach out to my second
audience, those who are in need. These will be different for every city. As take-away
cards, they are focused on those who are unable to go online to receive help. The
overall goal is to instill the feeling of empowerment to both sides.

overpopulation
disasters

After my first submission, I saw that I had lost sight of my initial aesthetic for Finish
Strong, so I took the time to really hone in on the feeling I was trying to achieve and
focusing on how to achieve that through content and imagery. I also saw how I was
hindering the brand and myself by holding onto showing pictures of poverty. I had to
remember the saying, “who wants to give money to the bum on the street”, and

POVERTY
In today’s economic turmoil, poverty has reached a flabbergasting 52%.
This means that over half of the United States is living below the poverty
line. Simply put 1 out of 6 Americans are living in poverty.
Many people believe that poverty simply means that you do not have
enough money, which in truth only at a small percent of the issue. When
living in poverty one does not have the means for basic everyday needs
such as clothing, shelter, or food. When one is in poverty seeing a doctor
is often out of reach as is having access to an education.
Poverty doesn’t discriminate and it can effect a multitude of people.
Those who make less than the federal government’s official poverty threshold, people working for minim wage, seniors living on fixed incomes,
and the unemployed are only a few who are considered in poverty.
The Stats
Still uncertain what exactly poverty means? Here are some numbers to
help make things a little clearer. The average American living in poverty
receives 133.85 a month in food stamps equaling out to only $4.43/day.
1 in 5 children are living in poverty. 600,000 to 1.1 million are homeless
on any given night. 103.6 million live in deep poverty with incomes at
only 50% of the poverty threshold. These are just some of the numbers
that have been collected about poverty.
To learn more visit Finish Strong at finishstrong.com.

4
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Its goal is to not only talk about Finish Strong but also educate the public about
how they can empower and challenge people to take action. By creating a brochure,
I was able to show empowerment through strong imagery of people succeeding,
educating those about poverty, educating those about charities and the success
they have, and then lead them to how they can take action at Finish Strong.

inequality

5

won’t finish high school due to poverty.

empowering those

FINISH STRONG NARRATIVE

found by showing imagery of people succeeding I was instill the feeling of empowerment to my viewers. In the beginning I was still working through my aesthetic of
using colors overlaying the imagery, texture, liner graphic elements, and typography.

empowering those

lives have been improved
by habitat for humanity.

219
BILLION
LUNCHES
served by the national
school lunch programs.

6
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empowering those
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PROGRAMS
care usa
american red cross
head start
team nutrition
habitat for humanity

CHARITIES

TAKE ACTION AT FINISH STRONG

By educating yourself and becoming involved together, we will be one

So now we’ve told you who we are, and provided you with a sum of statistical
knowledge but now what? Where does one go from here? Easy. You get online

step closer to breaking the cycle of poverty. In 2012 it was calculated that
316.23 billion was given to charity organizations, a rise of 3.5% from 2011.

and you Finish Strong.

So what does it mean to give? When one is charitable they are participat-

Educate yourself

ing in the act of giving which can range from donating money, volunteering
their time, organizing fundraisers, and donating basic necessities to those

Knowledge is power. The first thing to do is learn the facts about poverty.

less fortunate.

You’ve got questions and we’ve got answers. What is poverty? Who lives in
poverty? What does being in poverty mean? What causes poverty? What

The Stats

are the statistics? Are there solutions?

OVER
6,500

So how does giving to a charities really help those in need? Here are some
numbers that will help you to understand how becoming involved can make
a difference. Feeding America provided emergency food assistance to 37
million low-income people annually. By donating $100 to CareUSA.org,
they can provide 5 children with warm nutritious meals for an entire year at
school. 18,000 individuals have had their lives lifted from rock bottom by
Delancey Street Foundation. 16,715 homes have been furnished by Wider
Circle. These are just some of the successes shared by charities.
To become involved please visit Finish Strong at finishstrong.com.

Get involved
Often people looking to lend a helping hand don’t know where to start due
to the abundance of information provided in all different locations. So they
get discouraged and they stop. We are here to put an end to that. Here at Finish
Strong we offer you a one-stop hub where you can learn about the numerous
charities out there, find out what they doing to help, click on their links, and
start getting involved. Donate Volunteer Create
Time to succeed
You can end the cycle of poverty. Find the right help for you whether it’s
assistance, education, housing, food, or job retraining. This is the place to find
everything you need to change your life.

individuals got a second
chance due to Fare Start.

10

DELANCEY STREET FOUNDATION
helping those out of rock bottom.
11
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TAKE
ACTION
& INSPIRE
to Finish Strong.

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
leaving no one without a home.
14
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"Empowerment is to strengthen, give compassion, and give
acceptance by finishing strong."
Barbara Larson

photo credits
Frank-Huster
Andrea Booher
Brian J. Militzok
Financial Literarcy Resources
Habitat For Humanity
Lisa Rathke
Rocky Mountain Movers
TotalPict
Worky.biz
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SUCCEED

st. anthony foundation
150 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
info@stanthonysf.org

san francisco department habitat for humanity
of public health
greater san francisco

women’s economic
agenda project

Tom Waddell Health Center
50 Lech Walesa (Ivy) Street
San Francisco, CA.

645 Harrison Street, Suite 201
San Francisco, CA 94107
www.habitatgsf.org

160 Franklin Street, Suite 209
Oakland, CA 94607
510.986.8620

M-F 8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m
Sat. 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sundays & Holidays closed
415.355.7400

rubicon bakery

coleman advocates
for children & youth

san francisco helps!

154 South 23rd Street
Richmond, CA 94804
www.rubiconbakery.com
510 779-3010

www.sanfranciscohelps.com
sanfranciscohelps.blogspot.com

california budget
project

bay area benefits access
collaborative (baybac)

1107 9th Street, Suite 310
Sacramento, CA 95814
www.cbp.org
916.444.0500

995 Market St., # 915
San Francisco, CA 94103
f mcilveen@sf bar.org
4 15.512.1728

american red cross
of the bay area
85 Second Street 8th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
415.427.8000

delancey street
foundation
600 Embarcadero
San Francisco, CA 94107
4 15.512.5104

food runners
2579 Washington St.
San Francisco, CA 94115
www.foodrunners.org
4 15.929.1866

glide
330 Ellis Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
www.glide.org
415.674.6000

459 Vienna Street
San Francisco CA 94112
colemanadvocates.org
4 15.239.0161

the salvation army
golden state division
832 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
w ww.tsagoldenstate.org
4 15.553.3500

marin services
resource guide
w ww.marinservices.org

farm aid
www.farmaid.org
617.354.2922

wider circle
www.awidercircle.org
301.608.3504

care
www.care.org
1 -800-521-2273

united nations
www.un.org/en
212.686.9079

unicef
www.unicefusa.org
1 .800.367.5437

center for community
st. vincent depaul society change
1175 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
w ww.svdp-sf.org
4 15.597.7960

city impact
230 Jones St.,
San Francisco, CA 94102
w ww.sf911.com
415.292.1770

info@communitychange.org
w ww.communitychange.org

national alliance to
end homelessness
www.naeh.org
202.638.1526

For more resources
visit finishstrong.com

jump-start kit
card 1 front & back

32
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FINISH STRONG MEDIA CHANNEL
Finish Strong will be best housed as a website with a correlating app. Its goal
is to create a centralized location hub that informs one about poverty and raises
awareness. It also houses and compiles information and links for one to find
resources for lending a helping hand and resources for those who are in need
of help.

Website
For the resources pages, I made them interactive to create a more user-friendly
service and to create efficiency. In the beginning, I struggled with the structure for
a website but after receiving feedback, I was able to go back and create a strong
structure. I used a small bar of imagery to stick with my aesthetic of showing people
succeeding whether it be through programs to help them start over or programs
that lend a helping hand. I stayed away from imagery that might make people feel
ashamed. By not including the imagery, it would weaken my overall message
of empowerment.

App
The app is focused on those who want to lend a helping hand. They are able to
find charities locally and nationally, they can connect with others, calculate their
hours and donations, and also, they are able to keep a calendar of events. It
didn’t make sense to create an app for those in need because those in need who
usually can’t afford food more than likely will not have access to an Iphone or
an Ipad.

34
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EMPOWER

EMPOWER

those to succeed

those to succeed
ABOUT

What & Who
Causes of Poverty
The Poverty Line
The Statistics
Poverty by States
Educational Links

EDUCATE

GET INVOLVED

TIME TO SUCCEED

POVERTY

What is Charity

In today’s economic turmoil, poverty has reached a flabbergasting 52%. This
means that over half of the United States is living below the poverty line. Simply
put 1 out of 6 Americans are now living in poverty, and 1 in 5 children are
subjected to poverty.

Top Four Misconceptions
The first is that poverty doesn’t exist in the United
States. Although poverty often may appear to be less
severe in the United States then in undeveloped
countries it is nonetheless real. Please refer to our
stats page. The second is that there is no such thing
as extreme poverty in America. Out of the 46 million
people living in poverty 20.5 million are living in deep
poverty. Being in deep poverty means that you are
living below 50% of the poverty line. The third is if you
Contact Us

live above the federal poverty line, you’re doing just
fine. Most people don’t understand that having a job
doesn’t mean you’ve made it out of poverty. See
poverty line page. The fourth is that these so called
safety-net programs cost American taxpayers money
when we need to be focused on balancing our
budget. Neither SNAP benefits nor refundable tax
credits such as the earned income tax credit is
accounted for in the census poverty figures.

Our network of donors, volunteers, and employees
share in a mission to prevent and to relieve those in
suffering, here at home and around the world. As a
team we are focused in five service areas which are
known as supporting America’s military families,
disaster relief, health and safety services, lifesaving
blood, and international services.

Take Action
Forums
Finish Strong App

Fundamental Goals
humanity
impartiality
neutrality

Poverty doesn’t discriminate and it can effect a
multitude of people. Those who make less than the
federal government’s official poverty threshold are
considered to be in poverty. Also those working for
minim wage, young adults, people who are disabled,
seniors living on fixed incomes, military families,
and the recently unemployed are only naming a few.
Photo Gallery

independence
voluntary service
unity
universality
Learn more and become involved please visit www.redcross.org
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What & Who
Causes of Poverty

GET INVOLVED

TIME TO SUCCEED

ABOUT

National Programs

The poverty line, also known as the poverty threshold, is how the federal government
measures poverty. It is the minimum level of income deemed adequate in a given
country. It is also what the government deems sufficient for someone to live on. It is
often used for statistical purposes and is updated every year by the Census Bureau.

Local Programs
News & Events

EDUCATE

Secure

Nourish
ENTER YOUR
CITY & STATE

The Poverty Line

Success Stories

Photo Gallery

Connect

those to succeed

SEARCH

THE POVERTY LINE

Contact Us

EMPOWER

those to succeed
EDUCATE

SEARCH

We are here to provide compassionate care to
people in need.

EMPOWER
ABOUT

TIME TO SUCCEED

By clicking on the logos you will find out more about national and
local charities in your area. Get involved. Donate, Volunteer, & Create.

WHO LIVES IN POVERTY

Success Stories

GET INVOLVED

TAKE ACTION

How to be Involved

Many people believe that poverty simply means that
you do not have enough money, which in truth is only
a small percent of the issue. When living in poverty
one does not have the means for basic every day
needs such as clothing, shelter, or food. When one is
in poverty seeing a doctor is often out of reach as is
having access to an education.

News & Events

EDUCATE

The Benefits

THE MISCONCEPTIONS
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ABOUT

SEARCH

GET INVOLVED

TIME TO SUCCEED

SEARCH

Succeed

San Francisco, CA

A. CAMERON HOUSE
920 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
Women Shelter

A

415.781.0401

THE TWO OFFICAL
MEASURES OF POVERTY

FAMILY OF THREE

$17,374

The Statistics
FAMILY OF FOUR

Poverty by States

$22,314

FAMILY OF NINE & UP

$45,220

FAMILY OF FIVE

Educational Links

$26,439
FAMILY OF SIX

$29,897

There are two versions on how federal
poverty is measured. The poverty line
and the poverty guidelines. The
poverty guidelines are used for
administrative purposes, for example,
to determine whether a person or
family is eligible for assistance through
various federal programs.

End Poverty

HD

You’re Not Alone

C. CANON BARCUS
COMMUNITY HOUSE

C
E

705 Natoma Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

F

70 Natoma Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

B

G

I

D. COMMUNITY HOUSING
PARTNERSHIP
835 Ofarrell Street
San Francisco, CA 94109

E. COMPASS COMMUNITY
SERVICES

FAMILY OF EIGHT

$37,934

FAMILY OF SEVEN

B. CANON KIP
COMMUNITY HOUSE

J K

995 Market Street 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103

$34,009

415.550.4478

F. DIAMOND YOUTH
SHELTER
Larkin Street Youth Services
Shelter Runaway Youth
536 Central Avenue
© Finish Strong 2013
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beneficence app
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FINISH STRONG EVENT
By creating an event sponsored by Finish Strong they will be able to connect with
those who are unable to reach them by their site. For the event I created a convention, Involved 2013, with a correlating workshop, Resilient.

Involved 2013
Is a beneficence convention that will be an informative convention for the programs
promoted on the site to come together and talk about their work. It will be an event
where they can network with each other and pool their ideas and resources while
also being available to talk to the general public one on one. The convention will run
all day long and throughout the day there will be main speakers from a variety of
programs. This is an opportunity to inform the public about what their programs are
trying to achieve and to spark an interest in those who want to become involved.

initial sketches
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welcome to

INVOLVED 2013
secondary exterior entrance sign
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Resilient Workshop
This will be a correlating workshop to the convention. The workshop will be for
those in need to come and receive help from guides who will lead them to Finish
Strong. There will be available volunteers to help them understand programs,
help them sign up for the ones they qualify for, and connect them to people who
can create a second chance for them. This will be an opportunity to directly
work with those in need who are unable to reach out to our site so that they too
will be able to Finish Strong.

welcome to

INVOLVED 2013

speakers
Saturday
Paul Ash
Executive Feeding America
San Francisco, Ca
11:00a.m.-12:30p.m.

convention schedule
Friday August 23
9a.m.-7p.m.

Mimi Sibert
CEO Delancey Street Foundation

Saturday August 24
9a.m.-7p.m.

1:00p.m.-2:30p.m.
Annie Flores
Associate Director The Women’s
Economic Agenda Project

Cocktail Hour
7:30p.m.-10p.m.
speakers

Oakland, Ca
3:00p.m.-4:30p.m.

Friday

Neva Walker
Executive Director of Coleman
Advocates For Children and Youth
5:00p.m.- 6:30p.m.

Barbara Larson
CEO Finish Strong
11:00a.m.-12:30p.m.
Harold W. Brooks
CEO American Red Cross
San Francisco, CA
1:00p.m.-2:30p.m.
Todd Sotkiewicz
President Habitat
for Humanity
San Francisco, Ca
3:00p.m.-4:30p.m.
Andrew Stoloff
Owner Rubicon Bakery
5:00p.m.- 6:30p.m.

cocktail hour
Come mingle with volunteers
from across the U.S. Learn how
they have succeeded by getting
involved and empowering those
to f inish strong.

brought to you by finish strong
We are a centralized informational hub here to inspire
and to challenge you to fi ght back against poverty by empowering those to fi nish strong.

convention schedule
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Its a Wrap & Credits

FINISH STRONG SUMMARY
The concept for Finish Strong sparked during my research into the topic of poverty.
I had difficulty researching the information about poverty and resources available for
those who are need. Although there was an abundance of sites and information
dedicated to both subjects, they were disjointed and difficult to navigate. Someone
who wanted to or needed the help couldn’t easily get the information. The desire
to compile this information is what sparked the creation of the brand Finish Strong.
The aesthetic of my brand was created around strong black and white photography,
strong colors that overlayed, clean linear graphic lines and strong typography. It all
began by creating a logo that would be understood and recognized by both of the
audiences, and could stand above its competitors. By evolving my aesthetic, I was
able to create a sense of empowerment and to enforce the feeling that my brand
will help you to Finish Strong.
I carried my aesthetic through a strong set of deliverables that will help put Finish
Strong into action. I began with a strong narrative that will help to inform those about
Finish Strong, poverty, those who help, and how to take action. I then created the
website that houses the service of Finish Strong with an accompanying app that will
educate, offer resources to get involved, and resources for those to succeed. Lastly
a beneficence conference and workshop that will help Finish Strong to connect with
their audience in person.
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CREDITS
Personas
myspyblog.org
Sam Owens photography
Junior Achievement of Chicago

Posters
http://www.telstra.com.au
experienceraw.com
Vin Dog

Narrative & Website & Event
Frank-Huster
Andrea Booher
Brian J. Militzok
Financial Literarcy Resources
Habitat For Humanity
Lisa Rathke
Rocky Mountain Movers
TotalPict
Worky.biz

VISUAL THINKING
Finish Strong
Process Book
GR_620
Hunter Wimmer
Summer ‘13
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